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Abstract-The main purpose of this paper is to give some new combinatorial algorithms for 
generating an Armstrong relation from a given relation scheme S and inferring functional dependen- 
cies (FDs) which hold in a relation R. We estimate the time complexities of them. It is known that 
worst-case time complexities of generating an Armstrong relation and inferring the FDs are expo- 
nential. However, we show that our algorithms are effective in many cases, i.e., in these cases, they 
require polynomial time in the size of S (in a case generating an Armstrong relation), in the size of 
R (in a case inferring the FDs). For BCNF class of relations and relation schemes we also present 
two effective algorithms constructing an Armstrong relation and finding a set of FDs. We give a 
class of relations and relation schemes for which generating an Armstrong relation and inferring the 
FDs are solved in polynomial time. In this paper, we prove that if relations and relation schemes 
satisfy certain additional properties then the FD-relation equivalence problem is solved in polynomial 
time. The keys play important roles in logical and structural investigations for FD in the relational 
datamodel. This paper gives some results concerning keys of relation and relation scheme. 
Keywords-Relation, Relational datamodel, Functional dependency, Relation scheme, Gener- 
ating an Armstrong relation, Dependency inference, Closure, Closed set, Minimal generator, Key, 
Minimal key, Antikey. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Generating an Armstrong relation from given relation scheme and inferring FDs that hold in a re- 
lation play very important roles in logical and structural investigation of the relational datamodel 
both in practice and design theory. Several algorithms for generating an Armstrong relation and 
inferring FDs are known. For example, Beeri et al. [l] give an algorithm for generating an 
Armstrong relation from a given relation scheme S = (U, F). This algorithm constructs a family 
of all closed sets CL(F). After that, from CL(F), it computes a minimal generator GEN(F). 
Thus, in all cases, the time complexity of this algorithm is always exponential in the size of S. 
In this paper, we give an algorithm for generating an Armstrong relation and an algorithm for 
inferring FDs. We show that in many cases time complexities of these algorithms are polynomial. 
Several types of families of FDs are introduced under the name normal forms (NFs). The most 
desirable NF is Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) which has been investigated in a lot of papers. 
We present two algorithms for generating an Armstrong relation and for inferring FDs in BCNF. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an algorithm for generating an 
Armstrong relation from a given arbitrary relation scheme and an algorithm for inferring FDs 
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that hold in a relation, i.e., for a given relation R this algorithm finds a relation scheme S 
such that R is an Armstrong relation of S. Worst-case time complexites of these algorithms are 
estimated. Section 3 gives two combinatorial algorithms for generating an Armstrong relation 
and for inferring FDs in BCNF. In this section, we show that if relations and relation schemes 
satisfy certain additional properties, then generating an Armstrong relation, inferring FDs and 
FD-relation equivalence problem are solved in polynomial time. Section 4 gives some problems 
for further research. Let us give some necessary definitions that are used in next sections. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let R = {hl,. . . , h,} be a relation over U, and A, B C U. Then we say that B 
functionally depends on A in R (denoted A 2 B) iff 
(V hi, hj E R) (Va E A) (hi(a) = hj(a)) q (Vb E B) (hi(b) = hj(b))). 
LetFR=((A,B):A,BCU,A ’ + B}. FR is called the full family of functional dependencies 
R 
* 
of R. We write (A, B) or A -+ B for A A B when R, f are clear from the context. 
R 
DEFINITION 1.2. A functional dependency over U is a statement of the form A -+ B, where 
A, B C U. The FD A --) B holds in a relation R if A $ B. We also say that R satisfies the FD 
A-+ B. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let U be a finite set, and denote P(U) its power set. Let Y g P(U) x P(U). 
We say that Y is an f-family over U iff for all A, B, C, D C U 
(1) (A, A) E Y, 
(2) (A,B)EY,(B,C)EY*(A,C)EY, 
(3) (A, B) E Y, A G C, D G B ti (C, D) E Y, 
(4) (A, B) E Y, (C, D) E Y =j (AUC, BUD) E Y. 
Clearly, FE is an f-family over U. It is known [2] that if Y is an arbitrary f-family, then there 
is a relation R over U such that FR = Y. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A relation scheme S is a pair (U, F), where U is a set of attributes, and F is 
a set of FDs over U. Let Ff be a set of ail FDs that can be derived from F by the rules in 
Definition 1.3. Denote A+ = {a : A -+ {a} E F+}. A+ is called the closure of A over S. It is 
clear that A + B E F+ iff B G A+. 
Clearly, if S = (U, F) is a relation scheme, then there is a relation R over U such that FR = Ff 
(see [2]). Such a relation is called an Armstrong relation of S. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let R be a relation, S = (U, F) be a relation scheme, Y be an f-family over U 
andACU. ThenAisakeyofR(akeyofS,akeyofY)ifA f, U (A + U E F+, (A, U) E Y). 
A is a minimal key of R(S, Y) if A is a key of R(S, Y), and an;proper subset of A is not a key 
of R(S, Y). Denote KR, (Ks, KY) the set of all minimal keys of R(S, Y). 
Clearly, KR, Ks, KY are Sperner systems over U. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let K be a Sperner system over U. We define the set of antikeys of K, denoted 
by K-l, as follows: 
K-l = {A c U : (B E K) ===+ (B g A) and (A c C) =+ (3B E K) (B C C)} 
It is easy to see that K-’ is also a Sperner system over U. 
It is known [3] that if K is an arbitrary Sperner system, then there is a relation scheme S such 
that Ks = K. 
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In this paper we always assume that if a Sperner system plays the role of the set of minimal 
keys (antikeys), then this Sperner system is not empty (doesn’t contain U). We consider the 
comparison of two attributes as an elementary step of algorithms. Thus, if we assume that subsets 
of U are represented as sorted lists of attributes, then a Boolean operation on two subsets of l-l 
requires at most ]U] elementary steps. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let I C P(U), U E I, and A, B E I ti A n B E I. Let M C P(U). Denote 
M+ = {nM’ : M’ & M}. We say that M is a generator of I iff M+ = I. Note that U E M+ 
but not in M, since it is the intersection of the empty collection of sets. 
Denote N = {A E I: A # n{A’ E I : A c A’}}. 
In [3], it is proved that N is the unique minimal generator of I. Thus, for any generator N’ 
of I we obtain N c N’. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let R be a relation over U, and ER the equality set of R, i.e., ER = {Eij : 1 5 
i < j 5 [RI}, where Eij = {U E U : hi(a) = hj(U)}. Let TR = {A E P(U) : 3 Eij = A, $ EPq : 
A c EPq}. Then TR is called the maximal equality system of R. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let R be a relation, and K a Sperner system over U. We say that R represents 
KiffKR=K. 
The following theorem is known [4]. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let K be a non-empty Sperner system and R a relation over U. Then R 
represents K iff K-’ = TR, where TR is the maximal equality system of R. 
2. GENERATING AN ARMSTRONG RELATION AND 
INFERRING FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES 
In this section, we construct two combinatorial algorithms for generating an Armstrong relation 
and inferring functional dependencies from a given relation scheme and a relation. We estimate 
these algorithms. 
First we give an algorithm that finds the set of antikeys from a given Sperner system. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. FINDING A SET OF ANTIKEYS. 
Input: Let K = {Bl,. . . , B,) be a Sperner system over U. 
Output: K-l. 
Step 1: We set K1 = {U - {a} : a E Bl}. It is obvious that K1 = {B1}-l. 
Step q + 1: (q < m) We assume that KQ = Fq U {Xi,. . . , Xt,}, where Xi,. . . , Xt, containing 
B q+l and Fp = {A E K4 : B,+l g A}. For all i (i = l,..., tq) we construct the antikeys of 
{B,+l} on Xi in an analogous way as K1. Denote them by A”;, . . . , Aki (i = 1,. . . , tq). Let 
K,+l = Fq U {A; : A E Fq ==+ A; p A, 1 I i I t,, 1 I p I ri}. 
We set K-’ = K,,,. 
THEOREM 2.2. [S] For every q (1 5 q 5 m), KQ = {B1, . . . , B,}-‘, i.e., K,,, = K-l. 
It can be seen that K and K-’ are uniquely determined by one another and the determination 
of K-’ based on our algorithm does not depend on the order of B1, . . . , B,. Denote KQ = 
F,u{Xl,..., Xt,} and I, (1 5 q 5 m - 1) is the number of elements of Kq. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. [5] The worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 2.1 is 
I m-1 \ 
0 VI2 c cl% c 7 q=l ) 
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where 
{ 
1, - t,, if 1, > t,, 
uq = 
1, ifl, = t,. 
Clearly, in each step of our algorithm K* is a Sperner system. It is known [s] that the size 
of arbitrary Sperner system over U cannot be greater than C!?21, where n = JUI. Ck’21 is 
asymptotically equal to 2”+l12/(.rr . n”’ ). from this, the worst-case time complexity of our 
algorithm cannot be more than exponential in the number of attributes. In cases for which 
1, < Im(q = l,... ,m - l), it is easy to see that the time complexity of our algorithm is not 
greater than 0(]U12 \I([ jK-l12). Th us, in these cases, Algorithm 2.1 finds K-l in polynomial 
time in (U(, (K(, and (K-l (. It can be seen that if the number of elements of K is small then 
Algorithm 2.1 is very effective. It only requires polynomial time in IUI. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let S = (V,F) be a relation scheme, a E U. Denote K, = {A 2 U:A -_) 
{a}, ‘B B : (B --) {a})(B c A)}. K, is called the family of minimal sets of the attribute a. 
Clearly, U # K,, {a} E K, and K, is a Sperner system over U. 
ALGORITHM 2.5. FINDING A MINIMAL SET OF THE ATTRIBUTE a. 
Input: Let S = (U = {al,. . . , a,}, F) be a relation scheme, a = al. 
Output: A E K,. 
Step 1: We set L(0) = U. 
Stepi+l: Set 
L(i + 1) = 
L(i) - ai+l, if L(i) - ai+l -+ {a}, 
L(i), otherwise. 
Then we set A = L(n). 
LEMMA 2.6. L(n) E K,. 
PROOF. By the induction, it can be seen that L(n) + {a}, and L(n) G .. a G L(0) (1). If 
L(n) = a, then by the definition of the minimal set of attribute a, we obtain L(n) E K,. Now 
we suppose that there is a B such that B c L(n) and B # 0). Thus, there exists aj such that 
aj @ B, aj E L(n). According to the construction of the algorithm, we have L(j - 1) - aj ft {a}. 
It is obvious that by (1) we obtain L(n) - aj C L(j - 1) - aj (2). It is clear that B c L(n) - aj. 
From (l),(2) we have B f, {a}. The lemma is proved. I 
Clearly, by the linear-time membership algorithm in [7], the time complexity of Algorithm 2.5 
is 0(jUj2 IF\). 
LEMMA 2.7. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme, a E U, K, be a family of minimal sets of 
a, L C K,, {a} E L. Then L c K, if and only if there are C, A + B such that C E L and 
AABEFandVEEL*EgAU(C-B). 
PROOF. ==+: We assume that L c K,. Consequently, there exists D E K, -L. By {a} E L and 
K, is a Sperner system over U, we can construct a maximal set Q such that D G Q c U and 
L U Q is a Sperner system. From the definition of K,, we obtain Q + {a} (1) and a g! Q (2). If 
A-+BEF~~~~~~~(ACQ,BCQ) or A g Q then Qf = Q. By (2) Q f, {a}. This conflicts 
with (1). Consequently, there is a FD A -+ B such that A c Q, B g Q. Prom the construction 
of Q there is C such that C E L, A 2 Q, C - B C_ Q. It is obvious that A U (C - B) C Q. 
Clearly, E g A U (C - B) for all E E L. 
+==: We assume that there are C, and A ---) B such that C E L, A -+ B E F 
and E g A U (C - B) for all E E L(3). By the definition of L we obtain AU (C - B) --) {a}. 
By {a} E L there is D such that D E K,, a $! D, D C_ AU (C - B). By (3) D E K, - L. Our 
proof is complete. I 
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Baaed on this lemma and Algorithm 2.5, we construct the following algorithm by induction. 
ALGORITHM 2.8. FINDING A FAMILY OF MINIMAL SETS OF ATTRIBUTE a. 
Input: Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme, a E U. 
Output: K,. 
Step 1: Set L(1) = El = {a}. 
Step i + 1: If there are C and A + I3 such that C E L(i), A -+ I3 E F, V E E L(i) =+ E g 
AU(C-B), then by Algorithm 2.5 we construct an Ei+l, where Ei+l C AU(C-B), Ei+l E K,. 
We set K(i + 1) = K(i) U Ei+l. In the converse case, we set K, = L(i). 
By Lemma 2.7, it is obvious that there exists a natural number t such that K, = L(t). 
It can be seen that the worst-case time complexity of algorithm is O(lVl IFI II(,I (/VI + IE(al)). 
Thus, the time complexity of this algorithm is polynomial in IUI, I FI, and IrC, I. 
Clearly, if the number of elements of K, for a relation scheme S = (V, F) is polynomial in the 
size of S, then this algorithm is effective. Especially, when IrC,l is small. 
It is obvious that if for each A --) B E F implies a E A or a # B, then K, = {u}. 
REMARK 2.9. It is known [8] that if S = (U, F) is a relation scheme, Z(F) = {A : A+ = A} and 
N(F) is a minimal generator of Z(F), then 
N(F) = MAX(F+) = u MAX(F+,u), 
aEu 
where 
MAX(F+,u) = {A C U : A + {u} $ F+, A c B ==+ B + {u} E F+}. 
Clearly, K, is a Sperner system over U. It can be seen that MAX(F+, u) is a set of antikeys of 
K,, for all a E U. Thus, MAX(F+,u) = Ki’. 
THEOREM 2.10. [9j Let R = {hl,. . . , h,} be a relation, and F an f-family over U. Then FR = F 
iff for every A E P(U) 
if !lEijEER:ACEij, 
otherwise, 
where LF(A) = {a E U : (A, {u}) E F} and ER is the equality set of R. 
Based on Remark 2.9, Theorem 2.10, Algorithms 2.1, 2.8, we construct an algorithm for gen- 
erating an Armstrong relation from a given relation scheme, as follows: 
ALGORITHM 2.11. GENERATING AN ARMSTRONG RELATION. 
Input: Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme . 
Output: A relation R such that FR = F+. 
Step 1: For each a E U by Algorithm 2.8 we compute K,, and from Algorithm 2.1 construct 
the set of antikeys K;‘. 
Step 2: N = U Kll. 
aElJ 
Step 3: Denote elements of N by Al,. . . , At, we construct a relation R = {ho, hl, . . . , ht} as 
follows: For all a E U, ho(u) = 0, Vi = 1, . . . , t 
By Remark 2.9 we obtain N = N(F) and from Theorem 2.10 FR = F+ holds. 
REMARK 2.12. Clearly, if we have N(F), then we can directly construct R. The complexity of 
this construction depends on IN(F It can be seen that the complexity of Algorithm 2.11 is the 
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complexity of Step 1. By Proposition 2.3 and the estimation of Algorithm 2.8, it is easy to see 




72 c ~iq%,+(F(mi(mi+n) ) 
i=l q=l >) 
where U = {al,.. . ,a,}, mi = I&,[ and 
{ 
liq - tiq, if li, > tiqr 
z&q = 
1, li, = ti,. 
In cases for which 1~ I lmi(V i, V q : 1 < q 5 mi), the time complexity of our algorithm is 
0 
( 
n $? I&l (+I + I&I PI + n lrC,;112) 
> 
. Th us, the complexity of Algorithm 2.11 is polyno- 
i=l 
mial in IUI, IFI, [I(,,[, II(,-,‘I. Clearly, in these cases if [&,I and IE(,-.‘I are polynomial (especially, 
if they are small) in (U( and (F(, then our algorithm is effective. 
Now we use Algorithm 2.11 to construct an Armstrong relation for a relation scheme in the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme, where U = {a, b, c, d} and F = {{a, d} -+ 
U, {a) ---) {a, b, cl, {b, d) + {b, c, d)). 
By Algorithm 2.8, we obtain K, = {a}, Kb = {{a}, {b}}, K, = {{a}, {b,d}, {c}}, Kd = {d}. 
Based on Algorithm 2.1, we have K; ’ = {b,c,d},K,-’ = {c,d}, K,-l = {{b},(d)}, Kil = 
{a, b, c}. 
Consequently, N(F) = {{a, b, c}, {b, c, d}, {c, d}, {b}, {d}}. Then we construct a relation R as 
follows: 
a b c d 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 0 
3 3 0 0 
4 0 4 4 
5 5 5 0 
Now we construct an algorithm for inferring FDs from a given relation. 
ALGORITHM 2.14. [4] FINDING A MINIMAL KEY FROM A SET OF ANTIKEYS. 
Input: Let K be a Sperner system, H a Sperner system, and C = {bl, . . . , b,} C U such that 
H-‘=Kand3BEK:BCC. 
Output: D E H. 




We set D = T(m). 
LEMMA 2.15. [4] If K is a set of antikeys, then T(m) E H. 
LEMMA 2.16. (41 Let H be a Sperner system over U, and H-’ = {B1,. . . , B,} be a set of 
antikeys of H, T C_ H. Then T c H, T # 0 f i and only if there is a B E U such that 
B E T-‘, B $ Bi(V i : 1 5 i 5 m). 
Based on Lemma 2.16 and from Algorithm 2.14 we have the following algorithm. 
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ALGORITHM 2.17. FINDING A SET OF MINIMAL KEYS FROM A SET OF ANTIKEYS. 
Input: Let K = {Br , . . . , Bk} be a Sperner system over U. 
Output: H such that H-l = K. 
Step 1: By Algorithm 2.14 we compute an Al, set K(1) = Al. 
Step i+l: If there exists a B E Ktyl such that B g Bj(V j : 1 < j 5 Ic), then by Algorithm 2.14 
we compute an Ai+r, where Ai+l E H, Ai+l c B. Set K(i + 1) = K(i) U Ai+r. In the converse 
case, we set H = K(i). 
m-1 
PROPOSITION 2.18. [IO] The time complexity of Algorithm 2.17 is 0 n 
(( 




where IUI = n, IKI = k, (HI = m, meaning of l,, t,, uq see Proposition 2.3. 
Clearly, in cases for which 1, < k (V q : 1 < q 5 m - 1) the time complexity of our algorithm 
is O(JU12 JK12 ]H]). It is easy to see that in these cases Algorithm 2.17 finds the set of minimal 
keys in polynomial time in the sizes of U, K, H. If IHI is polynomial in IUI and IK’), then 
our algorithm is effective. It can be seen that if the number of elements of H is small then 
Algorithm 2.17 is very effective. 
LEMMA 2.19. Let F be an f-family over U, a E U. Denote LF(A) = {u E U : (A, {a}) E F}, 
2, = {A : Lp(A) = A}. CJearIy, U E ZF, A, B E ZF ti A fl B E 2,. Denote by NF the 
minimal generator of ZF. Set M, = {A E NF : a $! A, $ B E NF : u $ B, A C B}. Then 
M, = MAX(F,a), where MAX(F,a) = {A 2 U : A is a nonempty maximal set such that 
(A, lo)) $ F). 
PROOF. It is known [8] that MAX(F,a) & NF holds (1). Assume that A E M,. By A E NF, 
i.e., LF(A) = A, and a $ A, we obtain (A, {u}) $ F. From (1) an d according to the definition of 
M, we have A E MAX(F,u). Conversely, if A E MAX(F,a) then by (1) A E NF holds(2). By 
(A, 1~)) 6 F and f rom (2) we obtain a $ A. According to the definition of MAX(F,u) we have 
A E M,. Our proof is complete. I 
Based on Algorithm 2.17 and Lemma 2.19, we construct the following algorithm for inferring 
FDs from a given relation. 
ALGORITHM 2.20. INFERRING FDs FROM A GIVEN RELATION. 
Input: R be a relation over U. 
Output: 5’ = (U, F) such that Ff = Fn. 
Step 1: From R we compute the equality set ER. 
Step 2: Set NR = {A E En : A # n{B E En : A c B}}. 
Step3: ForeachuEUweconstructN,={AENR:u~A,~BENR:u~B,ACB}. After 
that, by Algorithm 2.17, we construct the family H, (H,-’ = N,). 
Step 4: Construct S = (U, F), where F = {A + {u} : V a E U, A E H,, A # {u}}. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Fn = F+. 
PROOF. Because Fn is an f-family over U, it can be seen that NF~ C En, where NF~ is the 
minimal generator Of ZF,. By definition of the minimal generator, we obtain NR = NF~. 
Consequently, N, = M, holds. From the definition of the set of antikeys and according to the 
definition of K, we have H, = K,. Hence, F+ C Fn. Conversely, if A + B = {br, . . . , bt} E Fn 
then by the construction of F we obtain A 4 {bi} E F+ for each i = 1,. . . , t. Because there 
is not a trivial FD {u} + {u} in F, it can be seen that for all i = 1,. . . , t, if there is no FD 
B -+ {bi} E F, where B 2 U - bi, then bi E A. Hence, A -+ B E F+ holds. The proof is 
complete. I 
It can be seen that En, Nn, N,V a E U are constructed in polynomial time in the size of R. 
Clearly, the construction of F depends on the size of H,(V a E U). Consequently, the worst-case 
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time complexity of Algorithm 2.20 is 
0 TI 2 
( ( 
??X,-1 
C (Ici liq + n&q UQ) + ki2 + 71 , 
i=l q=l >> 
whereU={al,... ,a,}, INa, 1 = ki, /IT,, 1 = mi, for meanings of lo, tig, Uig see Propositions 2.3, 
2.18. Clearly, if Zi, 5 ki (V i, V q : 1 5 q 5 mi - l), then the time complexity of our algorithm is 
0 n2eki2mi 
( i=l > 
e Since ki is polynomial in the size of R, in these cases if mi is polynomial in 
the size of R then our algorithm is effective. The time complexity of this algorithm is polynomial 
in the size of R. Especially, IH,I is small. 
Now, based on Algorithm 2.20, we construct a relation scheme S = (V, F) from a given relation 
in following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.22. R is the following relation over U = {a, b, c, d} : 
a b c d 
6 6 6 0 
0 2 0 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3 
4 4 0 0 
5 0 5 5 
1 0 0 0 
It can be seen that 
ER = {ia, 4 c), 14 c, 4, {a, ~1, {h ~1, {c, 4, @I, {c), {4,0), 
NR = {{a, b, c), (6, c, 4, {a, cl, {c, 4, @I, {d)), 
N, = {h c, 4, Nb = {{a, ~1, {c, 41, 
NC = {{b), {d)), Nd = {a, h ~1. 
We obtain Ha = {a}, Hb = i(b), {a, d)}, K = {{a}, {h 4, {c)), Hd = (4. 
We construct S = (U, F), as follows: U = {a, b, c, d}, F = {{a, d} -+ {b}, {a} -+ {c}, {b, d} --+ 
{cl). 
3. GENERATING AN ARMSTRONG RELATION 
AND INFERRING FDS IN BCNF 
In this section, we present some results related to relations and relation schemes in Boyce-Codd 
normal form. We give two algorithms for generating an Armstrong relation and for inferring FDs 
in BCNF. We show that if relations and relation schemes satisfy certain additional properties, then 
generating an Armstrong relation, inferring FDs that hold in a relation, FD-relation equivalence 
problem are solved in polynomial time. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme. We say that S is a k-relation scheme over 
U if F = {Kl -+ U, . . . , K, ---t U}, where { K1, . . . , K,} is a Sperner system over U. It is easy 
to see that KS = {Kl,. . . , K,}. 
It can be seen that a relation scheme S = (U, F) ( a relation R) is in BCNF iff V A c U either 
A+ = A or A+ = U (LJ+(A) = A or LF~ (A) = U). Clearly, if S = (U, F) is in BCNF then 
using the algorithm for finding a minimum cover in polynomial time we can construct a k-relation 
scheme S’ = (U, F’) such that F + = F”, see (ll]. Conversely, it can be seen that an arbitrary 
k-relation scheme is in BCNF. Consequently, we can consider a relation scheme in BCNF as a 
k-relation scheme. 
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REMARK 3.2. It is known [ll] that S = (U,F) is in BCNF iff its minimum cover is a k-relation 
scheme. 
Consequently, the BCNF property of S is polynomially recognizable. 
Let R a relation over U. From R we compute ER. After that, from ER, we construct the 
maximal equality system TR of R. 
By Theorem 1.10, we obtain TR = Ki’, where KR is a set of all minimal keys of R. 
Denote elements of TR by Al, . . . , At. 
Set MR = {Ai - a : a E U, i = 1, . . . , t}. 
Denote elements of MR by &, . . . , B,. We construct a relation R’ = {ho, hl, . . . , h,} as follows: 
For all a E U, ho(a) = 0, for each i = 1, . . . , s hi(a) = 0 if a E Bi, in the converse case we set 
hi(a) = i. 
By [ll] R’ is in BCNF and KR = Kp (1). 
It is easy to see that MR and R’ are constructed in polynomial time in the size of R. 
Set LF~(A) = {a E U : (A, {a}) E FR}. 
Based on definition of BCNF relation and from (l), we can see that a relation R is in BCNF 
iff NFR = NF~, . 
Because for an arbitrary relation R, N ~~ is computed in polynomial time, the BCNF property 
of R can be tested in polynomial time. 
Let S = (U,F) be a relation scheme. Set Z(F) = {A : A+ = A, A c U} and N(F) is the 
minimal generator of Z(F). 
We set Ts = {A E N(F) : $B E N(F) : A C B}. 
It is known [2] that for a given relation scheme S there is a relation R such that R is an 
Armstrong relation of S. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 2.10 the next 
proposition is clear. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme. Then TS = K;‘. 
According to Theorem 1.10 and Proposition 3.3 it can be seen that Kil C N(F) = MAX(F+) 
and Kil C NF~ = MAX(FR). It can be seen that there is a relation scheme S = (U, F) such 
that IN(F)1 is exponential in IU(, and IFI. 
We can give an example which shows that 1 KS1 I is linear, but I N(F) I is exponential in IUI. 
On the other hand, for BCNF class of relation schemes S = (U, F) and relations R over U it is 
clear that FR = F+ iff KR = KS. 
It is effective that in BCNF class of relations and relation schemes we directly compute the set 
of antikeys from a relation scheme S for generating an Armstrong relation and compute the set 
of minimal keys from a set of antikeys of relation R for inferring FDs. Consequently, based on 
Algorithms 2.1 and 2.17 we give two algorithms as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3.4. GENERATING AN ARMSTRONG RELATION FOR BCNF RELATION SCHEME. 
Input: S = (U, F = {Kl -+ U, . . . , Km -+ U}) be a k-relation scheme. 
Output: Relation R such that FR = F+. 
Step 1: From K = {Kl, . . . , Km} we construct K-’ = {Bl, . . . , Bt} by Algorithm 2.1. 
Step 2: Set M = {Bi - u : u E U, i = 1,. . . , t}. 
Step 3: Denote elements of M by AI,. . . , A,, construct a relation R = {ho, hl, . . . , h,} as 
follows: For all a E U : ho(a) = 0, for i = 1, . . . , s, set hi(a) = 0 if a E Ai, in the converse case 
hi(a) = i. 
By Remark 3.2, Theorem 2.2 we obtain FR = F+. 
Clearly, the set M and the relation R are constructed in polynomial time in the size of K-l. 
Consequently, the time complexity of this algorithm is 0 for meanings 
of t,, uq, see Proposition 2.3. 
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In many cases, this algorithm requires polynomial time in the size of S (see Proposition 2.3). 
Based on Remark 3.2, Algorithms 2.11, and 3.4 we give a next algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 3.5. 
Input: S = (V, F) be a relation scheme. 
Output: a relation R such that F+ = FR. 
Step 1: From S find the minimum cover S’. 
Step 2: If S’ is a S-relation scheme, then, by Algorithm 3.4, we construct R’ such that F+ = 
Fp, set R = R’. In the converse case by Algorithm 2.11, find R” such that F+ = Fp,, set 
R = R”. 
Clearly, the time complexity of this algorithm depends on the time complexities of Algo- 
rithms 2.11 and 3.4. 
ALGORITHM 3.6. INFERRING FDs FOR BCNF RELATION. 
Input: Let R be a BCNF relation over U. 
Output: S = (U, F) such that F+ = FR. 
Step 1: From R, compute ER. 
Step 2: From ER, compute the maximal equality system TR. 
Step 3: By Algorithm 2.17 we construct a set of minimal keys H of R. 
Step 4: Denoting elements of H by Al, . . . , A,, we construct a relation scheme as follows: 
S = (U, F), where F = {Al + U, . . . , A, -+ U}. 
Based on Definition 3.1 and Remark 3.2, we have F+ = FR. It is clear that the time complexity 
of this algorithm is the time complexity of Algorithm 2.17. In many cases, this algorithm is very 
effective (see Proposition 2.18). 
ALGORITHM 3.7. 
Input: R a relation over U. 
Output: S = (U, F) such that F+ = FR. 
Step 1: From R, construct R’ (in Remark 3.2.) 
Step 2: If fV~n = NF,, , then use Algorithm 3.6 to construct a relation scheme S’, set S = S’. 
In the converse case, by Algorithm 2.20, we construct a relation scheme S”, set S = 57”. 
It is obvious that the time complexity of this algorithm depends on the time complexities of 
Algorithms 3.6 and 2.20. 
THEOREM 3.8. [12] Let F an f-family over U. NF is the minimal generator of ZF, where ZF = 
{A : Lp(A) = A}, LF(A) = {u : (A, {a}) E F}. Denote s(F) = min(m : JRJ = m,FR = F}. 
Then (21N~l)l’~ I s(F) I INFI + 1. 
REMARK 3.9. Let us take a partition U = X1 U . . . U X, U W, where m = [n/3], and ]Xi] = 3 





It is easy to see that 
H-l = {A: JAnXaJ = l,Vi} if JW] = 0, 
H~‘={A:~AnX~J=1,(1~i<m-1)and~A~(X,UW)~=1}if~W~=1, 
H-‘={A:]A~X~]=l,(l<i~m)and]AnW]==1}if]W]=2. 
If set K = H-l-‘, i.e., H-’ * 1s a set of minimal keys of K, then we have 
K={C:]C]=n-3,CnXi=0forsomei}if]W]=0, 
K={C:JC~=n-3,C~X~=0forsomei(l~i~m-l)or~C~=n-4,Cn(X,uW)=0} 
if ]W] = 1, 
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It is clear that n - 1 I IHI 5 n + 2, 3ini41 < IH-‘l, lK(1 I m + 1. Based on this partition, 
Theorem 3.8, and Algorithms 3.4 and 3.6, we obtain the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. In BCNF class of relations and relation schemes, the time complexity of 
generating an Armstrong relation for a given relation scheme S is exponential in the size of 5’. 
PROOF. Clearly, the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 3.4 is exponential in the size of S. 
According to Theorem 3.8 we have (2jN~+ 1)1’2 5 s(F+). We construct a /c-relation scheme 
S = (U, F), where F = {B + U : B E H}. It is obvious that H-’ G NF+. Hence, (21/23[n/81) 5 
s(F+) holds. It can be seen that BCNF relation R that is constructed in Algorithm 3.4 has the 
number of rows at most IUI [H-l1 + 1. Thus, we always can construct a relation scheme S such 
that the number of rows of any Armstrong relation for S is exponential in the size of S. The proof 
is complete. I 
Because BCNF class of relations and relation schemes is a special subfamily of the family of 
relations and relation schemes over U, the next corollary is obvious (it is known in [l]). 
COROLLARY 3.11. The time complexity of finding an Armstrong relation of a given relation 
scheme is exponential in the number of attributes. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. In BCNF class of relations and relation schemes, the time complexity of 
inferring FDs for a given relation over U is exponential in the number of attributes. 
PROOF. It is clear that the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 3.6 is exponential in the 
size of R. In Remark 3.9, we have IE(I 5 m + 1. We set M = {C - a : V a, C : a E U, C E K}. 
Denote elements of M by Cl, . . . , Ct. Construct a relation R = {ho, hl, . . . , h,} as follows: For 
all a E U ho(a) = 0, for i = 1,. . . ,t hi(a) = 0 if a E Ci, in the converse case hi(a) = i. Clearly, 
IRI < (m + l)lUl + 1 holds. We construct a relation scheme S = (U, F) with F = {A -+ U : A E 
H-l}. It is obvious that 3inj41 < IFI, and FR = F+. Clearly, a minimum cover of any BCNF 
relation scheme is a k-relation scheme. Thus, we always can construct the BCNF relation R in 
which the number of rows of R is at most (m + 1) \Ul + 1 but for any relation scheme S = (U, F) 
such that FR = F+, the number of elements of F is exponential in the number of attributes. Our 
proof is complete. I 
The following corollary is clear. 
COROLLARY 3.13. 1131 Inferring FDs has exponential time. 
DEFINITION 3.14. [6] Let K be a Sperner system over U. We say that K is saturated if for any 
A $! K, {A} U K is not a Sperner system. 
THEOREM 3.15. (61 If K is a saturated Sperner system then K = KF uniquely determines F, 
where KF is the set of all minimal keys of an f-family F. 
There are examples showing that there exists K (K-l) such that K (K-l) is saturated, but 
K-l (K) is not saturated. 
Now we define the next notion. 
DEFINITION 3.16. Let K be a Sperner system over U. We say that K is inclusive, if for every 
A E K there is a B E K-’ such that B c A. We call K embedded if for each A E K there exists 
a B E H : A c B, where H-’ = K. 
THEOREM 3.17. [5] Let K be a Sperner system over U. Denote H a Sperner system for which 
H-’ = K. The following facts are equivalent: 
(1) K is saturated, 
(2) K-’ is embedded, 
(3) H is inclusive. 
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NOW we show a &ss of relations and relation schemes for which generating an Armstrong 
relation and inferring FDs are solved in polynomial time. 
PROPOSITION 3.18. 
(1) Let S = (U, F = {KI --+ U, . . . , Km + U}) be BCNF relation scheme. If K = 
{Kl,...,Km} is saturated then generating an Armstrong relation is solved in polyncF 
mial time in IUI and IFI. 
(2) Let R be a relation in BCNF. If KR1 is saturated then inferring FDs is solved in polynomial 
time in the size of R. 
PROOF. For (l), we set M = {Ki - {u} : a E Ki, i = l,.. .,m} and L = {A E M : A = 
A+, (A U a}’ = UV a E U -A}, where A+ is a closure of A. Denote elements of L by Al, . . . , A,. 
Set N = {Ai - a : a E U, i = 1,. . . , s}. Assume that N = {Bl, . . . , Bt}. We construct a relation 
R= {hc,,h~,... , ht}, as follows: For each a E U, ho(u) = 0. For i = 1,. . . , t hi(u) = 0 if a E Bi, 
in the converse case hi(u) = i. By Remark 3.2 and based on Theorem 3.17, Definition 3.16 R is 
in BCNF and K-l = L = Kil. Hence, F+ = FE holds. It can be seen that R is constructed in 
polynomial time in the size of S. 
For (2): From R we compute Kil in polynomial time in (RI. We set P = (T U {u} : a E 
U,T~K~l}andQ={E~P:(E,U)~F~,VA=E-u:u~E,(A,U)~F~}. Denote 
elements of Q by El , . . . , El. Clearly, Q is constructed in polynomial time. We set S = (U, F) 
with F = {El -+ U,...,El --f U). By Theorem 3.17 and Definition 3.16 we obtain Q = KR. 
Consequently, we have F + = FR. Our proof is complete. I 
DEFINITION 3.19. FD-RELATION EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme, 
and R a relation over U. Decide whether FR = F+. 
It is obvious that in cases of relations and relation schemes for which the time complexity 
of Algorithm 2.11 or Algorithm 2.20 is polynomial then the FD-relation equivalence problem is 
solved in polynomial time in the size of S or R. This is true for Algorithm 3.4 and Algorithm 3.6 
in BCNF class. 
Based on Proposition 3.18 it is obvious that S = (U, F) with F = {Kl -+ U, . . . , Km + U}, 
RareinBCNF, thenif{Kl,...,K,} orK;;l are saturated, then the FD-relation equivalence 
problem is solved in polynomial time (it is known in (111.) 
DEFINITION 3.20. Let Kl, K2 two Sperner system over U. We set K = K1 U K2 and TK = {A E 
K : 3 B E K : A c B}. We say that the union K = KI U KZ is pseudesaturated if TK is a 
saturated Sperner system. 
Based on Definition 3.20 we give the next theorem related to relations and relation schemes 
the FD-relation equivalence problem of which is solved in polynomial time. 
THEOREM 3.2 1. Let S = (U, F) be a relation scheme in BCNF and R a relation over U in BCNF. 
KS = {Al,... rAp} (K&l = {Bl, . . . , BQ}) is the set, of minimal keys of S (the set of antikeys 
of R). Then if Ks U KR1 is pseudo-saturated then the FD-relation equivalence problem is solved 
in polynomial time in the sizes of S and R. 
PROOF. Clearly, by Theorem 1.10 from R we compute Kil in polynomial time in the size 
of R, and from S we find a k-relation scheme that is a minimum cover of S. The minimum 
cover is constructed in polynomial time in the size of S. If there is Ai(l 5 i 5 p) such that 
A; C Bj(1 5 j < q), then Ks # KR. Consequently, we can assume that Ai $ Bj for all i, j. 
For each j = l,... , q, we compute Bj+. It can be seen that for all D z U, Df is computed in 
polynomial time in the size of S. We set M = {Bj U {u} : a E U - Bj} = {Ml,. . . , Mt}. It is 
obvious that M is computed in polynomial time. If BT # U and for all 1 = 1,. . . , t, Ml+ = U 
hold then Bj E KF’ holds, otherwise we obtain Bj 4 Ki’. If there is a Bj : Bj 6 KF’ then 
by the definition of antikeys KR # Ks. We assume that for all j=l,...,q Bj E Ki’. For each 
i= l,... ,p we set N = {Ai - {u} : a E Ai} = {Nl,. . . , N,}. It can be seen that N is computed 
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in polynomial time. If there is a N,,(l 5 n 5 s) such that N, g Bj for all j = 1,. . . ,q then 
Ai 4 KR holds. In the converse case, we obtain Ai E KR. Clearly, if there is an Ai 4 KR then 
KS # KR. We assume that for each i = 1,. . . ,p we have Ai E KR. We set 




Based on definition of KS and definition of Kil we can see that if there is either an A E P such 
that A # Ki’ or there exists a B E I but B 4 KS then KS # KR holds. It can be seen that 
P, I are constructed in polynomial time in the sizes of S, R, KS, Kil. Finally, we see that if for 
all i = l,..., p, j = l,..., q, Ai E KR, Bj E Kg’, P & Kil, I c KS hold then by KS U K;E’ 
is pseudesaturated and according to the definition of set of minimal keys and definition of 
set of antikeys we obtain KR = KS. Since S, R are in BCNF we have FR = F+. The proof 
is complete. I 
4. CONCLUSION 
Our further research will concentrate on the following problems: 
1. Find subfamilies of relations and relation schemes in which generating an Armstrong 
relation or inferring FDs are solved in polynomial time. 
2. Given a relation scheme 5’ and a relation R. What is the time complexity of deciding 
whether KS = KR. 
3. What is the time complexity of finding a relation scheme S from a given relation R such 
that KS = KR. 
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